Target group

The Digital Design Professional on Foundation Level is addressed to professionals from Requirements Engineering, Business Analysis, UX, project management, etc. who work in areas where digital products, systems and services are designed and improved.

Prerequisites

None

Content of the syllabus

The syllabus provides a detailed motivation for Digital Design in its first section and gives a broad overview of a Digital Design Professional’s competence spectrum. The fields of competence make up the form of a π (pi).

The syllabus is designed for a three-day training course; it covers the essential basics of Digital Design and focuses on selected methods and techniques.

Training and Exam

A list of training providers and certification bodies will be available in Q4/2020. The examination is taken as a 75-minute multiple-choice test. The certification bodies issue a personal certificate of unlimited validity for the successful examination.

Costs

Enquire about the exact price for training courses and exam at training providers or certification bodies. As per standard ISO/IEC 17024:2012 IREB is involved neither in the delivery of training courses nor in the certification process itself.

Languages

English

Questions to

IREB GmbH  
www.digitaldesign.org - info@digitaldesign.org  
Phone  
+49 (0)721 – 98 23 45 90